
Name(s)_____________________________________________ 
 

AP HUMAN GEOGRAPHY AGRICULTURE UNIT PROJECT GRADING RUBRIC 

 

OPTION ONE 

FOOD: 

___(25) food & any required serving/eating utensils 

___(10) a list of all ingredients in the dish or the recipe 

___(10) a hand-drawn or computer-generated map labeled with the crop hearth and crop that is a main 

ingredient in your dish 

___(5) “extraness”--food flag, fair trade or organic, gluten free, vegetarian, recipe, making prepared food 

look more homemade, ? 

PAPER: Write, type, and print a paper in which you USE COMPLETE SENTENCES INTO WHICH YOU INCORPORATE 

THE QUESTIONS (no bullet points) to detail the following 

___(5) crop specified 

___(5) crop hearth specified 

___(5) approximate date of origin of crop 

___(10) Is your main ingredient more likely to be grown in an LDC or MDC? Explain your answer. 

___(10) Which specific type of agriculture according to Whittlesey (dairying, Mediterranean, etc.) is most 

likely to be used today to produce the main ingredient in your dish? Explain your answer. 

___(5) In which climate type is your crop most likely grown? See the map at the top of pg. 357. 

___(5) typed & printed 

___(5) extraness: “fun facts” about your crop, including the source(s) (complete URL only is fine) from 

which you found your fun facts, such as the following: 

(1) What is your crop?  

(2) Is your crop similar to other well-known crops? 

(3) In which region of the world is your crop still a staple of the diet? 

 

 

OPTION TWO (30 pts. ea. talk; 10 pts. writing quality--diction, clarity, spelling, mechanics, punctuation, etc.) 

___(9) the titles of the talks,  

___(9) the speaker’s names, and  

___(9) the full URL at which each talk can be found;  

___(21) an explanation as to why something specific each speaker said was thought-provoking (quote 

the speakers and explain your reactions or responses) 

___(21) a geographic analysis. Specify which the number/letter identifier of the unit 5 learning standard, 

such as D.1.a., and write out the learning standard itself, such as Agricultural innovations (e.g., biotechnology, 

genetically modified organisms, organic farming, aquaculture) have resulted in ongoing debates over environmental, 

cultural, and health impacts, you are using to analyze information in the talk, and explain how you believe 

information in the talk relates to that standard. Please note that the talk may fit more than standard. The one 

you identify will guide your analysis of the significance of the information in the talk.  

___(21) Conclude with a sentence or two explaining the significance of information in the talk. This could 

include, but is not limited to, predicting consequences or effects of the information in the talk on particular 

people or places; offering a contrasting viewpoint; speculating about cultural values that are revealed by the 

information; or making a personal connection to the event. Be prepared to share your work with the class. 

___(10) conventions (see above) 

 






